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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In late 2018, amid American concerns about whether Canada would welcome Huawei
into its telecommunications networks, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau made a
series of statements that captured conventional wisdom across much of the world. “It
shouldn’t be a political decision,” he declared at the time, and Canada would not “let
politics slip into decisions” about Huawei’s role in its network.1
The notion that power politics could be removed from questions over telecommunications
was not only optimistic, it was also out of step with the history of telecommunications.
This report explores that history, and it shows how power and telecommunications
have almost always been closely linked. When states ignored those linkages and were
cavalier with the security of their own networks, the results were disadvantageous and
at times even disastrous.
This report examines several major cases of great power competition in telecommunications
dating back to the earliest inception of electrical telecommunications in the 1840s.
These cases demonstrate that many of the questions policymakers confront today have
close analogues to the past. While the present debate over network security and 5G
infrastructure may feel new, it in fact echoes forgotten disputes dating back to the dawn
of electrical telecommunications some 150 years ago. Moreover, many of the familiar
elements of telecommunications competition today — such as the use of standardsetting bodies, state subsidies, cable taps, information warfare, developing country
markets, and encryption to gain advantage — were developed more than a century ago,
with important lessons for present debates.
A list of these key lessons is provided below:
1. Control over global telecommunications networks is a form of political power.
5G networks are expected to form the foundation of a smarter, connected economy
linking countless devices and sensors together. Eager to build these networks
worldwide, China has subsidized its 5G champion companies and projects around
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the world as part of a “Digital Silk Road” initiative. That effort is analogous to Great
Britain’s pursuit of network dominance at the dawn of electrical telegraphy. Britain
built its advantage over six decades by steadily increasing the dependence of other
states on its networks — even forgoing fees and economic benefits to entice them
to run cables through Britain — while also reducing Britain’s dependence on foreign
networks. It eventually controlled more than half of the world’s cable traffic, the
largest radio network, and the largest fleet of cable ships. Britain’s “information
hegemony” allowed it to cut Germany off from virtually all global telecommunications
in World War I and forced Berlin to route traffic over British-owned lines susceptible
to British monitoring, which later proved decisive in Germany’s defeat in the conflict.
2. Long periods of peace and prosperity generally lead to complacency about
telecommunications risks. In the last 30 years, post-Cold War peace and economic
globalization coincided with rapid progress in telecommunications that led states to
prioritize revolutionary commercial benefits over political and security risks, including
even foreign ownership or operation of networks. A similar development took place
at the dawn of telecommunications in the 1840s, which also coincided with a period
of relative peace and globalization that continued until World War I. For much of that
era, the desire to capture the seemingly miraculous commercial potential of new
communications technologies obscured questions related to reliance on foreign
networks or companies. Great Britain benefited from the complacency of others by
building and then exploiting an unassailable nodal position in global networks, with
most other great powers dependent on its networks.
3. When states are complacent about their telecommunications security, the results
can be disastrous and reshape world politics. Decades of German complacency
about its dependence on British telecommunications lines meant that by the time
Berlin awakened to the risks of that dependency, it was too late to change it. When
World War I broke out, Britain cut all of Germany’s cables and forced Berlin to route
traffic through British networks despite the risk of interception, which led to the
uncovering of the “Zimmerman telegram,” which helped bring the United States into
the war. Similarly, Russian indiscipline in wireless radio transmissions in World War I
allowed the Germans to intercept communications, “see” the movement of Russian
troops in real time, and deal them a decisive defeat at the Battle of Tannenberg. Then,
in World War II, Nazi overconfidence in its ciphers led to minimal efforts to update
them, allowing Great Britain to break the codes and obtain intelligence that is believed
to have shortened the war by two to four years. Given the power of information, even
occasional bouts of signals indiscipline or complacency can alter history.
4. New technology always leads to new efforts to intercept it. The emergence of
undersea cables led to efforts to cut and tap those lines as early as the SpanishAmerican War; radio transmission gave rise to efforts by rivals to capture network
nodes and to intercept transmissions; and the emergence of sophisticated ciphers
for encryption produced industrial-scale efforts to break them. In each era, some
believed a new leap in communications might be less vulnerable than the ones that
preceded it. Each time, however, the cycle of innovation and exploitation continued.
5. Telecommunications networks have never been politically neutral, particularly
in times of tension. In 2019, Huawei executives made a “no-backdoor, no-spying”
pledge and promised that their company would remain outside of politics, with China’s
government committing to respect the pledge. But even more than a century ago,
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telecommunications companies and their host governments made similar promises
publicly while privately breaking them and working together in both peacetime and
wartime. For example, British dominance in undersea cables led the French, Germans,
and Americans to advocate for keeping the lines neutral, even in war. British firms
publicly declared their neutrality but in actuality deferred to British political interests,
particularly at moments of great tension, and gave up neutrality entirely during periods
of war. The power that comes from disrupting or intercepting rival information flows
has generally been too alluring for even sincere claims of neutrality to endure.
6. States often seek their own telecommunications champions once they
recognize the vulnerability of relying on a competitor or adversary’s firms. The
United States currently lacks a major manufacturer of 5G base stations, which has
prompted debates about whether it should invest in its own companies or rely on
allied companies. It has also spurred disagreement over to what degree Huawei is
itself a de facto state champion. These debates have some precedent. In the early
20th century, many states reliant on others for telecommunications equipment
or networks began to build their own systems. For example, Germany pushed two
German companies with competing radio efforts — Siemens & Halske and AEG —
together to establish a German alternative to British dominance in radio. Many other
leading states backed companies that, while ostensibly private, were intertwined
with the states that supported them.
7. The struggle for telecommunications standards can determine which states will
wield network power, and it often requires enlisting allies and partners. States
whose technology becomes the dominant standard can wield that leverage over
others. The current contest over information communication technology standards
is, in this way, similar to the Anglo-German contest over radio networks. Britain,
through the Marconi Company which it supported, was so dominant in wireless radio
that all other great powers had to pass messages through Britain’s wireless network,
which refused to engage with any other wireless stations. Germany ultimately
found success breaking that dominance at a standard-setting body that prohibited
this “non-intercommunication” policy with the help of other powers, including the
United States and France — a demonstration of how similar coalitional approaches
today could be used by liberal states to set or preserve favorable information and
communications technology (ICT) standards if they work together.
8. States turn to encryption as their communications become easier to intercept,
but encryption often has limits due to determined adversaries or user error. Some
argue that anxieties over Huawei’s role in networks or over the general vulnerability
of devices connected to the internet is ameliorated by modern encryption. These
kinds of arguments have a long history. At the dawn of telecommunications a
century ago, the possibility that telegraph messages could be read by others who
controlled network nodes, or that radio could be intercepted by passive listening
equipment, led to major encryption advances that bred occasional overconfidence.
Germany’s complex rotor cipher machines were believed to be unbreakable, but
user error and British industrial-scale efforts allowed Great Britain to compromise
German codes. Low-cost updates to German equipment and ciphers could have
ended Britain’s advantage, but Berlin’s overconfidence in its encryption forestalled
those alterations, yielding intercepted intelligence that reshaped the course of
the war. End-to-end encryption is significantly more advanced than prior efforts at
encryption, but history suggests some humility is necessary.
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9. Many states discount the degree to which an adversary may make
extraordinary efforts to compromise their networks. Amid debates over modern
telecommunications, it is worth noting that states that prioritized convenience or
commerce, and therefore took security shortcuts, have often been unpleasantly
surprised by the efforts a determined adversary will make to compromise their
networks. In World War I, Germany was surprised by the speed and ruthlessness with
which Britain cut all the cables Germany used to access the outside world; similarly,
Russian commanders were surprised when their radio indiscipline led to a disastrous
defeat at Tannenberg. In World War II, Germany did not expect the British to build a
highly-centralized, industrial-scale code-breaking operation that could exploit German
communications errors — no matter how trivial or fleeting — to break German codes.
And during the Cold War, the Soviets never encrypted an internal underwater telephone
line they believed was outside the reach of the United States, but Washington
nonetheless found a way to tap it — gaining an invaluable source of intelligence.
10. Network security is not only about interception, but also about denial. Some of
the debate over Huawei’s role in networks emphasizes questions of data security
but could benefit from greater consideration of network denial, which has been
an important part of great power telecommunications competition. The dawn
of telegraphy saw great powers seek to cut cables and deny communications,
culminating in Great Britain’s unprecedented and well-planned operation to sever
all of the cables around the world that could connect Germany to the outside.
Sometimes, a state may harm itself in pursuing network denial strategies, but will
nonetheless proceed if it believes the harm is greater to its opponent.
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THE GREAT POWERS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
“Large empires went to great lengths to speed the flow of information,” notes one
history of telecommunications. “The Romans built roads, the Persians and Mongols
established relays of horses, the British subsidized mail steamers.”2 But even though
states craved information, flows of it remained limited until the dawn of the modern
telegraph. The electrification of information flows created modern telecommunications,
and with it, familiar patterns of great power rivalry over it.
Those first decades of modern telecommunications, which spanned from 1840 to World
War I, share important characteristics with the present moment. That period, like the
current post-Cold War era, was one of relative great power peace that made leading states
“less sensitive” to questions of politics and security in telecommunications networks.3 As
great powers built out national and international networks in the 19th century, many were
initially content to leave industry in charge, ignore the nationality of private companies,
and downplay the risks of an adversary’s control over telecommunications networks.
The benefits of revolutionary changes in telecommunications — what some at the time
called “the annihilation of time and space”4 — were so obvious and overwhelming that
“ownership of the cables was seen as a minor issue.”5 Telegraphy was about business
more than politics in that period, notes one historian in an observation that might just
as easily have applied to some
of the initial excitement about
As great power tensions heightened,
modern information technology
states around the world awakened to find
and its latest incarnation: 5G.6

that some — namely Great Britain — had
managed the long peace well, and through
their private firms, gained a stranglehold on
international communications.

The period of relative great power
complacency was not to last.
States like Peru in 1879 and then
the United States in 1898 were
some of the first to cut off a rival’s
telecommunications networks.
As great power tensions heightened, states around the world awakened to find that some
— namely Great Britain — had managed the long peace well, and through their private
firms, gained a stranglehold on international communications.
Increasingly fearful of dependence on British undersea cable networks, states like France
and Germany heavily subsidized the development of their own networks in a development
not so dissimilar from China’s own subsidization and protection of its information
technology champions like Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent, and Huawei. And as historian Heidi
Tworek documents, Britain’s rivals also made large bets on the next generation of
telecommunications technology — “wireless telegraphy,” better known as radio — hoping to
decrease dependence on British-owned undersea telegraph cables.7 While the British led
in this field, Germany refused to rely on British networks. It built its own network with statebacked champions plowing into less-connected parts of the world — Latin America, Africa,
Asia — in what today might mirror the expansion of Chinese technology companies into
the developing world and Beijing’s determination to lay the foundations for 5G networks.
Throughout this period, many of the elements of great power telecommunications
competition sometimes neglected today were often taken quite seriously by that era’s
states. Germany, frustrated with British dominance in radio networks, used a standardsetting body to break British dominance — a tactic that demonstrates that those bodies
were no less important in that era than they are now. And as telecommunications went
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wireless and became even easier to intercept, great powers put their faith in encryption —
sometimes foregoing disciplined operation of their networks under the assumption that
“ciphers” — detailed steps to encrypt or decrypt messages — would solve the problem,
a belief that almost always proved erroneous due to user error. That view has striking
parallels to modern assumptions about the general insecurity of telecommunications
networks, and the belief articulated by some in debates over Huawei that encryption
would largely neutralize the risk of China’s access to one’s telecommunications network.
When the great power peace ended and war erupted, the political importance of
telecommunications — not always clear in peacetime — was suddenly evident. German
success in intercepting Russian transmissions in World War I produced a victory so thorough
in the Battle of Tannenberg that it changed the course of the war and helped precipitate
Russia’s exit from the conflict. British dominance of undersea cables in World War I was
so complete that it cut off Germany from the global telecommunication system, routed
German cable traffic through its own networks, and ultimately uncovered the Zimmerman
telegram, which helped bring the United States into the conflict. In World War II, Britain scored
another intelligence success by breaking German encryption that had been presumed
unbreakable, leading to unparalleled intelligence that Britain’s official histories argue
shortened the war in Europe by years. These cases demonstrate that telecommunications
security is not simply a matter of
battlefield tactics but of political
competition, one that can dictate the
Telecommunications, as this brief
fates of great powers and the shape
series of cases shows, has always been
of world history.

political.

As the world moved into a U.S.-Soviet
Cold War, British advantages were
dislodged not only by American power but by shifts in technology that made older
networks less relevant, demonstrating the importance for great powers to remain at
the forefront of technology. In that new era, telecommunications competition continued
along familiar lines. For example, the United States pioneered new ways to tap submarine
cables that were buried so deep and considered so secure that messages across them
were often left unencrypted. Competition moved into other domains, too — such as
satellites and internet infrastructure — though much of this history is still being written
and, in most cases, remains classified.
Telecommunications, as this brief series of cases shows, has always been political.
The exploitation of these technologies and capabilities has generally evolved alongside
their development. As soon as new methods of communication arrived, great powers
generally looked for ways to intercept or interrupt them. “Electrical communications
has often been described as one of the great achievements of mankind,” notes one
historian of telecommunications, “but when we look at it from a security point of view, we
see an entirely different picture, for security is not a technical but a social and political
characteristic.” And “since politics have not improved,” he notes, “telecommunications
has a dark side.”8
We now turn to a summary of the key themes in almost two centuries of
telecommunications competition.
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1. THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR: THE LIMITS OF CABLE
NEUTRALITY

A depiction of the U.S. cable-cutting expedition at Cienfuegos published in 1907. The operation
demonstrated that undersea telegraph cables would not be treated as neutral during armed conflict, even
by a great power that had once advocated cable neutrality. Source: Naval Historical Center Online Library9

As submarine cables began to crisscross the world in the 19th century, several leading
powers — including France, Germany, and the United States — called for them to be kept
isolated from international politics. In 1858, in one of the first ever trans-Atlantic cables
ever sent, U.S. President James Buchanan urged Queen Victoria to ensure that the
world’s new telegraph lines be kept “forever neutral… even in the midst of hostilities.”10
Once hostilities broke out, however, high-minded principles of neutrality were abandoned.
Two decades after Buchanan’s message, Peru cut Chilean cable lines running into
disputed territory.11 That dispute received little attention, but when the United States
— an erstwhile champion of cable neutrality — cut cables in both the Atlantic and the
Pacific in the Spanish-American War, the world took notice.
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American cable cutting was planned in advance of the conflict. In the Atlantic theater,
the United States had hoped to cut off Spain from its forces in Cuba. “The isolation of
Havana was, of course, of prime importance,” noted one American magazine account
at the time, and that required the United States to “shut off Havana from all telegraphic
communication with the outside world.”12 The United States started by cutting off Spanish
traffic that traversed American territory in Florida. Then, it dispatched a small American
outfit to destroy a key telecommunications node in Cienfuegos, cutting off the city of
Havana and much of western Cuba from Spain. Afterwards, the United States attacked
various cables in eastern Cuba as well as
Caribbean cables that connected Puerto
Rico to Spain.13 Together, cable cutting
When the United States — an
significantly degraded Spain’s ability to
erstwhile champion of cable
direct and command forces in Cuba.14

neutrality — cut cables in both
the Atlantic and the Pacific in the
Spanish-American War, the world
took notice.

In the Pacific, the United States cut the
only submarine cable between Manila
and Hong Kong, effectively severing the
Philippines from Spain.15 The decision
harmed U.S. communications, too,
but it was presumed to impose an even greater cost on the Spanish, and the United
States was able to compensate by dispatching one vessel regularly to Hong Kong to
wire dispatches back to Washington.16 U.S. forces also cut undersea cables within the
Philippines, further degrading Spain’s ability to command its forces.
The Spanish-American War was perhaps the first global conflict spanning multiple
theaters in which electrical telecommunications mattered. It also marked the first time
that one great power sought to deny another access to undersea cables. Before the
conflict, telegraphy was still seen as a primarily commercial realm, and many had hoped
cables would remain walled off from political and military competition. The conflict proved
the limits of such perspectives, and indicated that control over telecommunications
infrastructure and the ability to deny those advantages to geopolitical rivals has always
been of critical political significance.
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2. THE ANGLO-GERMAN RIVALRY: BUILDING NETWORKS AND
SETTING STANDARDS

Marconi Company radio operator in the “Marconi Room” of the German ocean liner SS Deutschland. The
Marconi Company’s influence was so great that their employees operated in German radio rooms even
though Germany was concerned about the risks of interception and denial. Source: Library of Congress,
George Grantham Bain Collection17

Technological standard-setting, and its attendant network effects, is a longstanding
and subtle arena of great power competition. States whose technology becomes the
dominant standard can wield that leverage over others — a point not lost on rising powers,
who often work to reduce their vulnerability by creating parallel systems. Indeed, the
present Sino-American contest over ICT mirrors a century-old contest between Germany
and Great Britain for dominance in that era’s ICT infrastructure, with uncanny parallels
and key lessons for the present.
In the late 19th century,
Italian engineer Guglielmo
States whose technology becomes the dominant
Marconi, supported by the
standard can wield that leverage over others — a
British Royal Navy, created
point not lost on rising powers, who often work
wireless telegraphy.18 The
to reduce their vulnerability by creating parallel
invention was revolutionary.
systems.
While great powers cut
each other’s cables in the
past, and while ship-to-ship
and ship-to-shore communications had previously been difficult, Marconi’s system solved
those problems and was less prone to interference.19 Marconi ultimately partnered with Great
Britain, affording the country a monopoly over radio transmissions. When combined with
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Britain’s 60% share of the world’s undersea cable network, Britain dominated international
transmissions. The British advantage was unsettling to Germany, but competition over
wireless technologies also “presented an opportunity for Germany to exert control over a new
international infrastructure” and to “circumvent British cables;” great power primacy was tied
up in the outcome.20
Feeling vulnerable, Kaiser Wilhelm II authorized direct state support for German scientists
and engineers as they successfully copied Marconi’s designs, patented them within
Germany, and built their own radio networks financed by contracts with the German
military.21 Even so, Marconi’s superior longer-range radio and first-mover advantage
established his British-backed company as the global standard, and Marconi leveraged
these network effects to pursue a policy of “non-intercommunication” with non-Marconi
radio operators. German businesses and ocean liners did not want to be cut off from
global communication, so they preferred the British-backed system to German ones.
Kaiser Wilhelm II intensified German industrial policy to contest the British standard.
He swiftly decreed that two large German electrical companies with competing radio
efforts, Siemens & Halske and AEG, join together to establish the definitive German
alternative, Telefunken. “The [domestic] rivalry in the field of wireless telegraphy
weakens the competitiveness of Germany,” the kaiser explained, “and gives the Marconi
Company the opportunity to reach a worldwide monopoly” that was “not in Germany’s
interest.”22 Under Kaiser Wilhelm II, Germany pursued protectionism by banning the
Marconi systems in some cases. It pursued emerging markets by selling its technology
to South America and Africa to set the standard in those regions and secure revenue.
When those efforts proved inadequate, Germany found success in multilateral standardsetting bodies. In 1906, Germany organized the great powers together in the first
International Radiotelegraph Convention, a conference on radio standards. There, the
members jointly prohibited Marconi’s “non-intercommunication” policy, breaking the
British monopoly and establishing an effective Anglo-German duopoly.23
The Anglo-German competition reveals that standard-setting bodies have enormous
strategic implications. China today uses many of the techniques that Germany used
a century ago — state-led industrial policy, state protection, generous state contracts,
civil-military integration, bans on rival products, forced mergers, the pursuit of emerging
markets, and even international treaties to set its standards — all of which has helped
Chinese technology companies like Alibaba and Tencent, the owners of WeChat and
AliPay, to become local champions. These companies have since expanded overseas,
often targeting not the U.S. market but — like Germany’s Telefunken before them —
emerging markets with lower profits and reduced competition.24
China is also contesting standards in the hard infrastructure of internet connectivity.
Its government is investing billions so Chinese chipmakers can beat American rivals
in the race for 5G mobile internet standards. Similarly, Chinese firms like Huawei and
ZTE receive government loans to build the hard infrastructure of internet connectivity
throughout the developing world. As the British example demonstrates, these efforts not
only make Chinese technology the standard, they also offer opportunities for surveillance.
Meanwhile, the Belt and Road Initiative raises the possibility that standards for “smart
infrastructure” across Asia, especially the relevant sensors and software, may be set
by China and may deny other companies interoperability, thereby shutting them out of
autonomous vehicles and other industries.
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The Anglo-German rivalry in telegraphy shows that Washington needs to take China’s
state-directed challenge in standards seriously. It also offers a way forward. In much
the same way Germany used international conferences to break the British monopoly
on telegraphy, the United States could set or preserve favorable ICT standards through
multilateral agreements. Doing so may keep China from unilateral standard-setting
through its free trade agreements, state champions, or infrastructure projects.
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3. BRITAIN IN WORLD WAR I: DEPLOYING INFORMATION
HEGEMONY

The “All Red Line,” a costly network of British undersea cable lines built with enormous redundancies and
arranged so that no part passed through a rival’s territory. Germany’s inadequate investment in its own
resilient global telecommunications network enabled Britain to cut it off from global communications while
Britain remained generally unaffected. Source: George Johnson, ed., The All Red Line: The Annals and Aims
of the Pacific Cable Project / Internet Archive25

Germany’s efforts to break British dominance in telecommunications in the early 20th
century were not born of paranoia. Once World War I broke out, Britain successfully wielded
its considerable influence in telecommunications networks to shape the course of the war.
It cut German cables, monitored
German transmissions, and
forced German traffic onto BritishGermany’s efforts to break British
controlled networks — uncovering
dominance in telecommunications in
the Zimmerman telegram, which
the early 20th century were not born of
helped bring America into the
paranoia.
war.26
Great Britain was not the first
great power to cut or manipulate telecommunications networks: Peru had cut a ChileBolivia link, the United States had cut Spanish cables, and Britain had cut off the Boers
from their European supporters in one crisis and manipulated cable traffic to France in
another.27 But these efforts were taken to the extreme in World War I.
Great Britain was the first to cut off an entire country from mainstream global
telecommunications networks, deploying on the first day of the war a plan carefully put
together in peacetime.28 Within a year, Great Britain destroyed German cables worldwide:
in the English Channel, the North Sea, the North Atlantic, South America, much of Africa,
the Far East, and even in neutral countries that hosted German infrastructure.29
To compensate, Germany tried to expand the radio network that Telefunken constructed a
decade earlier in Latin America and the “Global South” so that it would cover the world. In an
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effort with modern parallels in China’s Digital Silk Road, Berlin offered loans and investment
to governments interested in the “developmental benefits of radio” so they would host
German communications nodes. In response, Great Britain persuaded or induced most of
these countries to forego support for German radio nodes or actively sabotaged them.30
Left without networks of its own, Berlin had no choice but to rely on Britain’s network
during the war. At the outset, the British began quietly monitoring all traffic that passed
through their cables and used the advantage to wage information warfare against
Germany, selectively leaking embarrassing German traffic to damage its relations with
neutral countries. When Germany sent a telegram proposing a military alliance with
Mexico against the United States — the infamous Zimmerman telegram — the message
traversed a British network and was intercepted and decrypted by Great Britain, who
then shared it with the United States government, which in turn shared it with the
American public.31 That incident helped bring the United States into the war, shaping
world history and eventually sealing Germany’s defeat.
British information warfare against Germany reveals the dangers of affording a rival
power the ability to monitor one’s traffic or shut off one’s telecommunications access.
It also reveals that the networks great powers take for granted in peacetime are often
denied in wartime, and that the struggle for communication nodes will inevitably involve
third parties and neutral countries.
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4. GERMAN VICTORY AT TANNENBERG: THE DANGERS OF
INTERCEPTION

A German wireless field telegraph station during World War I. Russia’s inability to adequately encrypt
its communications at its field stations led to a disastrous defeat that reshaped the course of the war.
Source: C. O. Nordensvan and Valdemar Langlet, Det stora världskriget [The Great World War] / Wikimedia
Commons32

Germany was not entirely without its own capabilities in information warfare. It cut
Russian overland and undersea cables that connected it with its Western allies, as
well as several transatlantic cables upon which the British relied, pioneering the use of
submarines for these tasks.33 Given the redundancy of British networks, these efforts
were ultimately less debilitating than the Germans had hoped. What proved far more
consequential was Germany’s use of radio intelligence against Russia during the Battle
of Tannenberg in August 1914, the first month of the war, precipitating a disastrous
defeat for the Russians. One German intelligence officer at the time called the incident
“the first in the history of man in which the interception of enemy radio traffic played a
decisive role.”34
The battle took place amid Russian gains on the Eastern front. As Russia proceeded
deeper into East Prussia, its military encountered a significant communications
challenge that set the stage for a disastrous defeat. The retreating Germans had cut
their own telegraph lines, and the advancing Russians lacked enough trained personnel
to set up wired communications across their sprawling formation. Radio transmission
provided an alternative, but while the Russians had adopted new radio technologies for
their military command and control, they had not adequately secured them. Different
groups had been assigned different ciphers; most had little training with encoding and
decoding signals; some codes were known to have been broken by the British; and
code books were limited or unintelligible to many of the illiterate conscripts.35 The result
was that Russian commanders felt they had to take the risk of using uncoded radio
messages and hope the Germans were not monitoring them carefully.
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The Germans, however, were monitoring the signals closely. Having observed Russian
radio indiscipline in war against the Japanese, they knew that Russian uncoded
transmissions were not part of a deception campaign. They then used their knowledge
of real-time Russian communications to lift the “fog of war” and decisively defeat the
superior force. Russia lost an entire army, with over 100,000 casualties and 92,000
taken prisoner compared to only 13,000 German casualties.
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5. BRITAIN IN WORLD WAR II: THE LIMITS OF ENCRYPTION

Mechanical rotors of the Lorenz enciphering machine considered effectively unbreakable during World War
II. British efforts to break the cipher gave officials access to high-level German communications. Source:
Matt Crypto / Wikimedia Commons36

The inventions of wireless telegraphy and radio brought greater convenience, relative to
physical cables, but carried greater risk of interception. In World Wars I and II, the great
powers existed in a world where radio communications were assumed to be accessible
to others. And in such a world — not so dissimilar from present assumptions about the
vulnerability of modern computer and telecommunication systems — encryption was
deemed critical to security. The result, as one American military historian put it, was a
“struggle between the cryptographer and the cryptanalyst.”37 When great powers were
on the wrong side of that struggle, the results could be catastrophic.

In World Wars I and II, the great
powers existed in a world where radio
communications were assumed to be
accessible to others... Encryption was
deemed critical to security.

To prevent such an outcome,
organizations would use ciphers
to reduce the risk that interception
would compromise security. They
also exercised “radio discipline” to
prevent adversaries from gleaning
insights about usage patterns
through radio traffic analysis.

Most great powers invested in a truly industrial effort to study adversary traffic and, if
possible, to break adversary ciphers. Great Britain was far more centralized in its analysis
of adversary ciphers than Germany, which had those functions spread among several
agencies. And just as British successes in signals intelligence and cryptoanalysis had
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shaped the course of World War I, so too did they shape the course of World War II when
the British operation at Bletchley Park broke Germany’s Enigma and Lorenz ciphers.
The Enigma and Lorenz ciphering systems used extraordinarily complex rotor machines
to encrypt messages that Germany believed “would remain invulnerable.”38 Each
keystroke would replace a character with another character based on unique settings
for the machine, and those settings — which, for the Lorenz system, exceeded the total
number of atoms in the universe — needed to be shared by the sender and receiver
to read the message.39 Enigma was used by the military, the Gestapo, and diplomats;
Lorenz, which was even more complex, was used by Adolf Hitler and senior Nazi and
military officials to communicate with each other.
British success in breaking Enigma and Lorenz was a product of several developments.
First, it was a product of allied intelligence cooperation with Poland, which had exploited
some German errors to break some simpler Enigma machines.40 As one British
cryptanalyst of the time put it, their effort “would never have got off the ground” without
Polish contributions.41
Second, it was a product of German overconfidence, with Germany never suspecting
the ciphers were broken and therefore forgoing fairly easy modifications that would
have forced Britain to begin all over.42 Even so, German faith in the invulnerability of its
machines “was almost right,” recounted one senior Bletchley Park official.43
Finally, it was the product of a single but major lapse in German “radio discipline” that
created an opening to reverse engineer German ciphering systems despite never having
seen one in person.44 Even the most sophisticated systems were vulnerable to user
error, and a vigilant adversary could exploit it.
By breaking Enigma and Lorenz, Great Britain had access to some of Germany’s most
sensitive communications. Winston Churchill reportedly credited the intelligence
with having been a key reason Great Britain won the war, and Dwight D. Eisenhower
reportedly called it “decisive.”45 The official historian of British intelligence, Sir Francis
Harry Hinsely, argues that these successes “shortened the war by not less than two
years and probably by four years,” undermining Field Marshall Erwin Rommel in Africa,
sharply reversing allied shipping losses to German U-boats, and enabling the Normandy
landings.46 They also allowed Britain to identify virtually all German spies entering the
country and often turn them or use them to pass back faulty intelligence, with the
head of the program noting that British intelligence “actively ran and controlled the
German espionage system in this country.”47 Few countries have ever had such intimate
knowledge of another during wartime.
Taken together, the successes of Britain’s efforts against Germany, Poland’s peacetime
monitoring of German communications, and its decision to share its breakthrough
with Great Britain, have lessons applicable to today when great powers conduct cyber
reconnaissance against each other. More broadly, those who suggest encryption
mitigates the problems of an adversary’s access to one’s telecommunications network
may be making a mistake not dissimilar from that Germany itself once made: excessive
faith in technology and limited attention to the ever-present possibility of human error.
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6. OPERATION IVY BELLS: THE DEPTHS OF INFORMATION PURSUIT

The USS Halibut, which was reportedly involved in an effort to tap an undersea Soviet telephone line.
Source: U.S. Navy / Wikimedia Commons48

The Soviet Union was much more careful with its encryption than the Nazis had been,
relying on their own version of Enigma — known as Fialka — that was substantially
more complex.49 For that reason, the vast troves of strategic-level intelligence produced
in World War II after German ciphers were broken had no publicly known analogue
in the Cold War. Given these challenges, other methods of penetrating adversary
telecommunications were pioneered. One of the most audacious of these efforts took
place with respect to undersea cables.
The dawn of undersea cables in the 19th century had eventually led to efforts to cut
and occasionally tap them, often in shallower waters or on land where such tasks were
easier to conduct. In contrast, performing these operations in deep waters controlled by
an adversary was thought virtually impossible, particularly if it was to be done covertly.
Beginning in the 20th century, the British and then successive great powers had come
to a determination about undersea cable security: if the landing sites were secured, and
the cables did not traverse neutral or unfriendly countries, then they would generally
be secure from interception and often safe from being cut, particularly in peacetime.50
During the Cold War, however, that calculus changed. The advent of nuclear submarines
opened up the possibility of tapping undersea cables in deeper water. But the task
of dispatching divers to access cables on the deep seafloor was thought to be more
akin to space exploration than the familiar attempts at cable manipulation attempted in
previous eras. Creating a tap that could be installed in such conditions was technically
challenging, too.
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When the United States suspected that a Soviet undersea cable might run from the
naval headquarters in Vladivostok to a submarine base on the Kamchatka peninsula, it
sought to overcome these obstacles, demonstrating the value of signals intelligence.51
Tapping that five-inch bundle of wires, it was believed, would provide critical information
on Soviet nuclear forces.52 While the Soviets encrypted all traffic sent through the air,
the United States expected that the Soviets would presume traffic through the protected
undersea cable was virtually impossible to access, and therefore would not encrypt it.
Moreover, “Soviet admirals and generals would be far too imperious and impatient to
suffer an ocean of cryptographers already overwhelmed by the sheer bulk of their work,”
and would insist on unsecured voice communications.53 A tap then would provide a rare
trove of intelligence, and the U.S. Navy launched Operation Ivy Bells to establish it.
Much about the tap and the intelligence garnered from it remains classified, but open
sources provide some details on the unique and innovative operation. The United States
dispatched a nuclear submarine, the USS Halibut, to quietly sneak past the Soviet navy
and find the submarine cable in an area spanning 600,000 square miles.54 Innovative
technology was created to ensure that divers could work under great pressures and in
extremely cold temperatures for stretches of several hours. Similarly, new methods for
installing a tap in this challenging
environment were devised.55 All
of this had to be done without
Every few months, American submarines
any Soviet detection or suspicion.
would quietly slip into Soviet waters,
If the ship were detected, the
evade attack submarines, deploy divers
Soviets might board or destroy it.

to the tapped cable lines, and retrieve
tapes of Soviet communications — yielding
an extremely valuable and rare sliver of
intelligence.

The operation ultimately proved
successful, and throughout the
1970s, the U.S. Navy tapped and
recorded unsecured messages
across the cable. Every few
months, American submarines
would quietly slip into Soviet waters, evade attack submarines, deploy divers to the
tapped cable lines, and retrieve tapes of Soviet communications — yielding an extremely
valuable and rare sliver of intelligence. While the United States had expanded a “network
of spy satellites, planes, listening stations, and subs” to gather signals intelligence, it
“could not penetrate a hardwired phone line” within an adversary’s territory. This effort
illustrated the evolutionary shift in telecommunications, namely that data and signals
transmitted through any medium and by any means could be accessed by a determined
actor with the right tools. While this tap was ultimately compromised by a leak, the
resulting telecommunications intercepts provided invaluable military and political
intelligence to the United States and its allies.56
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MODERN TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPETITION IN HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE
By the end of the Cold War, the United States had clearly replaced Great Britain as
the information hegemon. The United States maintained a nodal position in the global
internet, robust space capabilities, dominance in most internet technology, and —
according to public disclosures — sophisticated abilities to intercept or possibly deny
adversary communications.
These American advantages are now being tested, like Great Britain’s over a century
ago. Russia, and especially China, now challenge U.S. dominance. While the United
States enjoys a nodal position in many data flows, other powers are increasingly
seeking to reduce their dependence on U.S. networks. At the same time, the nodal
American position is less necessary for interception than Great Britain’s was a century
ago. The internet makes intrusion possible without control over physical infrastructure.
Smartphones and computer networks can be hacked, and whether one’s sensitive
communications are compromised by the physical taps of an earlier era or by the virtual
intrusions of the modern one, the end result is the same. Connection in this way likely
creates greater vulnerability now than it did in the era of the telegraph or wireless radio.
Russia has been a leading state
in exploiting that vulnerability. In
Smartphones and computer networks can
2007, Russia launched a wave
be hacked, and whether one’s sensitive
of cyberattacks against Estonian
communications are compromised by the
institutions, mostly distributed
physical taps of an earlier era or by the
denial of service attacks.57 In
2008, it launched cyberattacks
virtual intrusions of the modern one, the
in the Russo-Georgian War.
end result is the same.
These involved not only directed
denial
of
service
attacks,
but also efforts to redirect government websites, take over Georgian government
servers, and reroute Georgian internet traffic through Russian-controlled servers —
with some of the attacks staged in advance of the conflict to coincide with Russian
military action.58 In 2014, when Russia invaded Crimea, it combined cyberattacks with
physical control of telecommunications networks. Russian soldiers seized Ukrainian
telecommunications facilities, using them to cut off communication in Crimea and even
to carry out cyberattacks and disruption in other parts of Ukraine.59 In 2015, Russia
began a wave of cyberattacks on Ukrainian infrastructure, knocking out power for
hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians in two major instances. Over the next several
years, it proceeded to launch a wave of unprecedented attacks across Ukraine spanning
“media, finance, transportation, military, politics, and energy” — virtually every segment
of Ukrainian society — in what some believed was partially an effort at training for a
similar campaign against the United States.60 At the same time, it continued a range
of attacks across the Baltics and famously sought to shape the U.S. election in 2016
and 2020 with disinformation campaigns, as well as other countries.61 In 2021, the
U.S. government formally accused Russia of the hack of IT company SolarWinds, a
sophisticated attack which compromised much of the federal government and several
major U.S. companies.62
China is the other major power making significant investments in telecom competition,
though unlike Russia, China’s efforts not only seek to exploit existing internet
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infrastructure but also to build networks and infrastructure it can influence and even
control. Like Russia, China has been adept at exploiting existing internet vulnerabilities.
In the early 2000s, it launched a wave of attacks on U.S. Department of Defense
networks in what the department termed Operation Titan Rain.63 Governments around
the world — the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Canada, Australia,
Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, India, and over a dozen others — have complained about
Chinese intrusion into their government networks. Some of the largest cyberattacks
of the last decade were confirmed by U.S. Attorney General William Barr to have been
perpetrated by Chinese agents, including thefts of records from the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management (records for 21 million people), Marriott hotels (for 400 million),
Anthem health insurance (for 80 million), and Equifax (for 147 million), among others.64
At the same time, China is also laying the foundation for future internet infrastructure
and, in light of its previous efforts, it is unlikely that this effort is commercial now or
will remain purely commercial in the period ahead. China’s investments are most
pronounced in the 5G networks expected to form the foundation for a smarter, connected
economy linking countless devices and sensors together. Eager to build these networks
worldwide, China has subsidized its 5G champions and projects around the world as part
of a Digital Silk Road initiative. With competitive pricing, companies like Huawei were
able to outcompete other major 5G vendors and command a significant global market
share, making China a leader in building these networks. And outside of 5G, China’s
government has subsidized efforts to build internet or communications infrastructure
on virtually every continent. These efforts are all supplemented by a campaign to
shape global standards, a key policy
priority for China enshrined in highlevel planning documents that — as in
From that broader historical
the Anglo-German rivalry over radio a
perspective, the evidence may lead
ago — could shape the future
many observers to conclude prudence century
of telecommunications in ways that
is warranted about the role of Huawei
advantage China. To that end, China
in telecommunications networks
recently unveiled a new data security
initiative.65
— even if the company’s motives

are indeed purely commercial, its
promises of “no backdoors and no
spying” are credible, and Beijing is
sincere in its commitment to honor
those pledges.

Some fear that China’s activities
leave open the possibility that Beijing
will have de facto control over these
networks, whether to intercept traffic or
deny access. Little public information
is available about China’s efforts
to acquire that control, but the U.S.
government revealed in February 2020 that Huawei had backdoors in its network
equipment, did not reveal them to the relevant companies with which it contracted, and
that the backdoors went beyond those sometimes requested by host governments as
part of lawful intercepts.66 Moreover, public reporting has revealed that Huawei assisted
governments like Uganda and Zambia with compromising the identities of dissidents.67
Even beyond the Huawei case, a cybersecurity firm recently discovered backdoors in
mandatory tax software the Chinese government requires foreign companies to install.68
Regardless of whether these cases suggest that Huawei has itself exploited its position
in these networks, the company’s behavior and China’s track record with cyberattacks
and espionage, are reasons for concern.
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The other major reason for concern comes from history and the behavior of even liberal
great powers more thoroughly constrained by the rule of law. Indeed, the preceding
historical cases strongly suggest that the kind of power and influence a company like
Huawei will wield is likely to be exploited by the Chinese government, just as other
great powers have often exploited the position of their companies or capabilities in
telecommunications.
From that broader historical perspective, the evidence may lead many observers
to conclude prudence is warranted about the role of Huawei in telecommunications
networks — even if the company’s motives are indeed purely commercial, its promises
of “no backdoors and no spying” are credible, and Beijing is sincere in its commitment
to honor those pledges.
More broadly, as this report shows, many of the features of great power
telecommunications competition that are considered novel today have roots in the past.
Across history, several themes have recurred:
• Power: Control over telecommunications networks has been a form of political
power since its inception over 150 years ago. Great Britain exploited its role in
telecommunications and radio, the United States likely has done so in the modern
internet era, and there is reason to be concerned that China may attempt to do so
today.
• Complacency: Long periods of peace and prosperity have led to complacency about
telecommunications risks. In the 19th century, great powers were content to rely on
foreign firms and foreign-operated networks, just as states today have been willing
to accept Chinese telecommunications equipment and operation. But eventually,
reliance on potential competitors or adversaries proved disastrous for countries like
Germany and reshaped world politics.
• Exploitation: New telecommunications technology has always led to new efforts to
intercept, deny, or exploit it. Despite hopes that encryption may complicate China’s
efforts to intercept modern communications, past periods of great hope in encryption
were dashed by user error and the determined efforts of rival states to break them,
as Germany discovered when Great Britain broke its supposedly “unbreakable”
ciphers. Humility should accompany each wave of supposedly secure technologies.
• Champions: States often seek their own telecommunications champions,
particularly as great power tensions rise. China’s government is proud of Huawei’s
accomplishments, and champions it around the world — even threatening
states that refuse its technology. It would be unusual for a company so close to
its home government to be immune from state pressure when so many other
telecommunications champions across history have not been.
• Standards: Telecommunications standards can determine who wields network
power, with Germany using a standard-setting body to break Great Britain’s
dominance in wireless radio. Today, that competition is underway in bodies like the
International Telecommunications Union, and Huawei’s role in it suggests the need
to consider whether its standards will allow China to reshape telecommunications.
• Denial: Network security is not only about interception and data security, but also
about denial of the entire network’s operation or access to outside networks. Great
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Britain cut off Germany from the world’s telegraph networks, and Huawei’s role in
networks might empower it to shut down networks in countries where it is operating
equipment even if it is unable to easily access data.
• Determination: Many states discount the degree to which an adversary may make
extraordinary efforts to compromise their networks, and are later dealt an unpleasant
surprise when it does. Britain’s ability to break German ciphers in World War II through
industrial-scale efforts and the American ability to tap supposedly-untappable internal
Soviet submarine cables demonstrates the depths to which great powers will go to
access critical signals intelligence. China, too, is likely to undertake such maximum
efforts, and even if Huawei will find it difficult to weaponize its position in modern
networks, underestimating the resourcefulness and drive of a determined competitor
like China is a recurring motif in telecommunications competition.
As this report demonstrates, many of the features of the great power game over
telecommunications remain the same, even as the players may be different.
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